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Introduction
his book assumes you have a scanner and scanning software. It assumes you have access to some sort of image
editing software (for color correction, cropping, rotating,
eliminating dust and scratches, etc.). And it assumes you know
how to install the above items.
Throughout this book I refer to Adobe Photoshop and its filters
and effects when I am talking about image editing software. I do
this for two reasons. One, Photoshop is the most widely used
professional-quality image manipulation product on the market.
Second, it is also the most widely copied. Thus, products like
Corel Paint have most of Photoshop’s commands (and then
some). In addition, most software now supports Photoshop’s
plug-in architecture. A scanning plug-in that works in Photoshop
also works with Fractal Painter. In short, Photoshop has become
the lingua franca of the scanning world. If your software doesn’t
have a certain feature mentioned here then you may need to
figure out a work around. In either case, I have made an effort to
only show techniques that I feel either are or should be universal
in any scanner repetoire.
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Performance Issues

hough Adobe Acrobat Reader/Acrobat Exchange will run
under the minium requirements, we recommend the following
configurations for optimal performance and viewing accuracy.
Minimum System Requirements

Optimal System Requirements

Macintosh

Macintosh

MAC ONLY: Allocate as much

♦68020 or later processor

♦PowerPC processor

memory to Acrobat as you can
in the “Get Info” dialog box.
This will allow it to cache
images, thus improving
performance dramatically.
8,000k-10,000k is usually
sufficient.

♦System 7.0 or later

♦System 7.5.x

♦4mb Application RAM

♦12mb Application RAM

♦2x CD-ROM Drive

♦4x CD-ROM Drive

♦16-bit video card

♦24-bit graphics accelerator

♦14" Color monitor (640x480)

♦17" Color monitor (800x600)
with GAMMA control set to 1.8

Windows

Windows

♦A 386 or higher processor

♦Pentium processor

NOTE: Though most web

♦Microsoft Windows 3.1

♦Microsoft Windows 95 or NT

browsers will work with the
Websites linked from this CD,
we recommend using Netscape
Navigator™ 2.0 or later. Click
here to upgrade to the latest
version.

♦8mb RAM

♦20mb RAM

♦2x CD-ROM Drive

♦4x CD-ROM Drive

♦8-bit video card

♦24-bit graphics accelerator

♦14" Color monitor (640x480)

♦17" Color monitor (800x600)
with GAMMA control set to 1.8

Note: Do not run any other applications in the background under
low memory conditions
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